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Abstract

Transaction time of a record is the time interval when the record is stored in the
database. In this paper we present an approach which provides ecient indexing of
such kind of temporal data. The approach makes use of two standard B+ -trees with
trivially modi ed node split policies { which yield a usage ratio of virtually 100% in each
tree. We compare the proposed approach, which we name Two-Stage, to the Monotonic
B+ -tree (by Elmasri et al). Our simulations show that the Two-Stage approach yields
a structure up to 75% smaller than the Monotonic B+ -tree, and in all but one of the
several investigated scenarios, the Two-Stage approach provided faster (or comparable)
query processing time. Our main contribution, however, lies in the fact that the TwoStage Approach does not require novel data structures but well-known B+ -trees. As
such, and unlike all previous techniques for tackling this problem, it can be implemented
using facilitites existing on most commercial DBMSs.

1 Introduction
\Transaction time of a database fact is the time when the fact is current in the database
and may be retrieved" [J+ 94]. Basically a temporal database that supports transaction
time (so-called transaction time database) is able to keep all past history of the database.
Once a tuple in a relation is updated the newer version replaces the older one, but the
older is only logically deleted instead of physically deleted. In fact, in transaction time
databases \... errors can sometimes be overridden (if they are in the current state), but
they cannot be forgotten ..." [SA86]. We denote the transaction time of a data record
Rk , by Ttk = [Tsk ; Tek]. Usually the transaction-start-time (Tsk ) is set to the time when the
transaction that wrote the data committed and the transaction-end-time (Tek ) is left open.
An open transaction-end-time is usually denoted by setting Tek = NOW (where the symbol
NOW stands for the current instant in time. For a thorough discussion on the semantics
of this value refer to [C+ 94]). When such data is to be updated, i.e., a version thereof is
to be created, its transaction-end-time is set to the time point immediately before that of
the transaction-start-time of the new version of the data. The new transaction-end-time is
left open, and so on and so forth. Naturally, it is possible to \close" some data without
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inserting a new version of it, that is, only (logically) delete it without versioning it. Such
type of temporal data is common in many application domains.
Temporal databases in general (refer to [T+ 93] for a good collection of papers) require
the indexing of temporal data, besides the usual indexing of non-temporal data, for ecient
query processing. Although more than 1,000 papers have been published in the area of
temporal databases [Kli93, McK86, O S95, Soo91, TK96], relatively few have addressed the
issue of indexing temporal data (refer to [ST94] for a survey). In this paper we address
the problem of indexing transaction time. In what follows we brie y review the related
approaches most mentioned in the literature.
The Time-Split B-tree [LS93] is unique in the sense that is the only data structure which
indexes temporal and non-temporal data under a single framework. Recently, some work
was done towards its parallelization [MKW96]. The Snapshot Index [TK95] may be optimal
if a dynamic hashing function is used instead of a B+ -tree for handling updates. It uses an
interesting strategy to keep track of closed time intervals. The Append-Only Tree [GS93]
uses a framework which is similar to the B+ -tree, however, it indexes only the transactionstart-timeon the leaf node level. The transaction-end-time is kept inside additional buckets
under the leaf nodes. This requires accessing beyond the leaf nodes level and a ects the
index update procedures. The Monotonic B+ -tree [EJK92] keeps track of both transactionstart and end time explicity in the tree, which is much like a B+ -tree. For all indexed points
between the transaction-start and end time of records, pointers to those are maintained in
an incremental manner (we review the Monotonic B+ -tree in more details in the Appendix).
Unfortunately, keeping such pointers incrementally may still result in a large structure. In
addition, the leaf nodes of the indexing tree are di erent from standard B+ -tree leaf nodes
All those access structure have their merits, but all lack one quite desirable property,
which is feasibility. They all require deep modi cations to existing DBMSs. In other words
none of them can be used in conjunction with existing DBMSs. We, on the other hand, aim
primarily at providing an index structure which can be used on top of facilities available
in existing DBMSs. We do so by re-using the B+ -tree structure (refer to [EN94, Chapter
5] for an introduction) in an approach we name Two-Stage (2S for short). It is important
to notice that, by re-using well-known B+ -trees, we also inherit all previous research on it
regarding issues such as concurrency control and recoverability [JS93]. Note much has been
done regarding those issue in most of the above mentioned access structures.
Given that we use B+ trees and the monotonicity of time will allow us to explore the
\append-only" nature of the indices we may derive the performance bounds for 2S as shown
in Table 1 (the bounds for the other approaches were obtained from [ST94]). We also denote
N as the number of updates performed, B the disk block size and A the answer size. D is
proportional to the square of the largest indexed lifespan in the worst case and a constant
in the expected case (see Section 2.2). A time slice query is assumed for computing the
bounds for query processing time. We also assume the indices to be primary indices, in
the sense that \the index controls the physical placement of data ... primary indices need
not be on primary keys of relations" [ST94]. We discuss the bounds obtained for the 2S
approach in more detail later in the paper.
Note that 2S's size is, like most other structures listed, linear on the number of updates,
which is a desirable feature. Even though, it is not optimal, 2S's update time is good and it
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Table 1: Comparing 2S to other transaction time oriented indices.
Structure
Two-Stage (2S)
AP-tree [GS93]
MBT Index [EJK92]
Snapshot Index [TK95]
TSBT [LS93]

Storage Update Time
Query Time
O(N=B) O(logB N ) O(logB N + (A + D)=B)
O(N=B)
O(N=B)
O(N=B)
O(N 2=B) O(N=B)
O(logB N + A=B)
O(N=B)
O(1)
O(logB N + A=B)
O(N=B) O(logB N )
O(logB N + A)

is achieved using a well known data structure (the B+ -tree) for which quite a lot of research
has been devoted. Regarding query processing time, 2S depends on a variable no other
structure does, namely the length of the largest indexed lifespan. We discuss this issue later
in the paper. Nonetheless, if D is small and constant (in fact, we will show this assumption
can be valid most of the time), 2S's query processing time is nearly optimal. Indeed, our
performance analysis will show that 2S's performance is better (or close) to the MBT's,
hence supporting our claim.
Valid time, is the time when a fact was true in the modeled reality [J+ 94]. In several
domains however, we can model valid time as transaction time. For instance, in an environment where satellite imagery or sample data is automatically collected at possibly, but
not necessarily, regular time intervals could be interpreted as transaction time oriented.
Many other papers have dealt with the indexing of \pure" valid time, however, due to the
restricted space and our focus on transaction time we do not cover such topic.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the main contribution
of the paper, the 2S indexing strategy for transaction time data. We then show that
using a standard B+ -tree, with trivially modi ed node split policies, we may ensure a node
utilization ratio close to 100%. Comments on how to actually achieve this in an existing
DBMS (ORACLE's in particular) are also drawn. In Section 3 we compare the performance
of the proposed approach against that of the Monotonic B+ -tree, which despite its high
storage requirement can be quite ecient in terms of query processing. It is interesting
to note that, to our knowledge, no actual performance comparison has been made among
the access structures mentioned above (not even when they were rst proposed). The only
comparison has been made in [ST94] and it was based on complexity analysis (e.g., Table 1)
rather than actual implementations. In Section 4 we indicate how 2S can make use of optical
disks in a rather simple manner. However, we do not focus on such an issue. Conclusions
and directions for further research are o ered in Section 5.

2 The Two-Stage Approach
Our approach has two stages, both functioning possibly concurrently. The idea is to be
able to handle both open-ended and closed ranges. In what follows, we describe such stages
brie y.
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Stage S1
Ranges with open
end (Te = UC)

T1

Stage S2

Ranges being closed

(indexing Ts)

T2
(indexing F(Ts,Te))

pointers to data records

pointers to data records

Data Records (pinned)

Figure 1: Illustration of the two stages on which we base our approach.

S1: In stage one all ranges which are open-ended (i.e., 8Rk j Tek = NOW ) are indexed by
its transaction-start-time (Tsk ) under a B+ -tree, denoted by T1;

S2: In this stage all ranges that have been closed, su er a simple transformation and are
indexed under a second B+ -tree, denoted by T2.

Let us now brie y explain the rationale behind each stage. Initially, i.e., until the rst
transaction time range is closed, S2 does not function. S1 is responsible for managing,
through T1, all incoming transaction-start-times. When one or more records are closed1 ,
those are deleted from T1 and moved over to T2. Before they are inserted into T2 though,
these (closed) ranges go through a mapping function F (Ts ; Te) which maps a range into a
point. This mapping is such that it will maintain the incoming points ordered primarily
by their original transaction-end-time and secondarily by their transaction-start-time. This
will guarantee that any other range which is closed and input into T2 later on will not
precede, with respect to this mapping value, any other range already input into T2. Thus,
if the underlying B+ -tree uses a node split policy that instead of splitting nodes by \half"
simply over ows to a newly created node, we may achieve a usage ratio close to 100%. The
overall idea is illustrated on Figure 1. We detail how Stages S1 and S2 operate in the next
Section.

2.1 Stage S1

Stage S1 is responsible for maintaining all those ranges which are still open. As such,
it functions since the rst update occurs, and needs to index only the transaction-starttime of the records. Recall that all open-ended ranges have all the same transaction-endtime, namely Te = NOW . A simple B+ -tree suces to handle the ranges in S1. The
data type being indexed reveals an interesting property: the transaction-start-time grows
monotonically. With this in mind we modify a little bit the standard B+ -tree node split
policy in order to achieve a much better space usage. We explain this modi cation next.
Assume a standard B+ -trees of order n, i.e., a node holds n pointers and n 1 indexed
data items. Once a value is to be inserted into a full node, a new node is created and the
set of indexed values of the full node plus the new value is divided evenly among those two
1
Note that all such records will have the same transaction-end-time but not necessarily the same
transaction-start-time.
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nodes. Figure 2(b) illustrates this procedure using the leaf node shown in Figure 2(a). Such
splits may \propagate upwards" causing similar node splits in internal nodes of the tree.
Such policy yield, in average, a 69% node utilization ratio [Yao78], i.e., almost a third of
the slots in each node is not used.
parent node
previous
leaf

3

5

8

10

13

23
pointers to data

(a) Leaf node just before the insertion of value 25
parent node
previous
leaf

3

5

8

parent node

10

13

23

25

pointers to data
(b) The new leaf nodes after insertion of 25, using the standard node split policy
parent node
previous
leaf

3

5

8

10

13

parent node
23

25

pointers to data
(c) The new leaf nodes after insertion of 25, using the lazy node split policy

Figure 2: Illustrating the standard and lazy node split policy.
As noted above, the transaction-start-time, which is the data value being indexed, grows
monotonically, i.e., any new data item being indexed is always greater than all other ones
already indexed. Using the standard node split policy is a bad idea in such a case. Once
a node is split it will never receive any value again, because all new incoming values are
certainly greater the the last value indexed, which is, by construction, always the rightmost
one on the rightmost leaf node. For instance, the left node in Figure 2(b) (and all others
to its left) will remain nearly half empty. Therefore using the standard split node policy
will yield an asymptotic node utilization of 50% when indexing monotonically growing data
values. Note that such behavior also happens in the internal nodes, and therefore the ratio
of 50% is valid to all nodes in general, internal and leaves.
To address this severe shortcoming we propose a modi ed node split policy, which we
call \lazy". In the lazy node split policy, the full node, which is receiving the incoming
value, remains full and a new node is created to host the incoming value. This leads to a
much better node utilization. In fact, all nodes but the rightmost are full, which yields an
asymptotic node utilization of 100%. Expanding this argument to the case of when internal
nodes are split, we reach similar conclusion, i.e., in all levels of the tree all but the rightmost
node will be close to 100% full. Note that even though update time remains logarithmic, as
in the standard B+ -tree, it is nevertheless much simpler, as nodes do not split but rather
over ow.
We must make clear though that we do not claim such lazy policy to be novel. In
fact, it has been also proposed for the Monotonic B+ -tree [EJK92]. On the other hand,
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it is noteworthy pointing out that this strategy need not be actually implemented from
scratch. For instance, ORACLE's DBMS [Ora92] does provide a directive PCTFREE to
be used (optionally) when a CREATE INDEX command is issued. In fact, \PCTFREE is the
percentage of usage to leave free for updates and insertions withing each of the index's
data block"2 . Thus, if we assume an index is created for T1 on the transaction-start-time
using the option PCTFREE 0 then we may indeed assume the lazy split policy explained
above is actually being realized. Therefore the modi ed node split policy discussed above is
feasible to achieve. Furthermore, the very nature of transaction-start-time (i.e., increasing
monotonically) does facilitate maintaining the aimed high ll factor in T1.
Let us now discuss how deletions are processed in T1. Unlike insertion, deletion of
indexed values can occur in any order. Once all data items indexed under a given value
t are closed such value must be deleted from T1. This may yield some \holes" in tree
nodes (internal and leaves). For simplicity we assume a lazy deletion policy as well (also
called \free-at-empty" in [JS93]). In the lazy deletion policy nodes are not merged with
others to maintain a minimum load, but have their values deleted until they are empty.
When this happens the given (empty) node is simply deleted. This possibly violates the
original minimum load requirement of the B+ -tree, but it has been shown [JS93] that such
lazy deletion policy simpli es very much the deletion policy without sacri cing signi cantly
search performance and space utilization.
Another possibility is that T1 may be periodically \compacted". Such compaction is
not complicated to implement but implies signi cant overhead, as access to the tree is quite
a ected by the compacting process. Although choosing the best possibility is object of
further research, we assume the lazy deletion policy is the one adopted.
Note that the lazy node split policy does not imply any change in the B+ -tree searching
strategy, which remains logarithmic on the the number of indexed points. It is easy to see
that the B+ -tree in question also remains ecient regarding space usage, which is linear on
the number of ranges (N ). Finally note that, overall, T1 is simpler to implement than a
standard B+ -tree (should one decide to implement one from scratch).
Data Set at time 3
ID

Ts

A1

0

NOW

Te

B1

2

NOW

C1

0

NOW

D1

3

NOW

E1

2

NOW

F1

2

NOW

T1

0

2

3

A1 C1 B1 E1 F1 D1

Figure 3: T1 indexing the initial data set.
For the sake of illustration, consider the data set shown in Figure 3, where Xi is the i-th
version of surrogate X. Up to time 3, only new and still open-ended versions were input,
and thus T1 is like the one shown. The details of leaf nodes boundaries and internal nodes
2

Quoted from ORACLE's SQL*Plus: Release 3.2.2.0.0 on-line help.
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are omitted for simplicity.
Searching T1 is straightforward. We assume that NOW is greater than any other currently indexed time point. As such, to nd all open-ended ranges that intersect with a given
query range Q = [Qs ; Qe], one needs to search from the initial indexed value (possibly 0)
until Qe , as obviously any range starting after Qe cannot intersect with Q and all openended ranges starting before Qe do intersect with Q as it is assumed that all open-ended
ranges are valid until NOW which is farthest in the future than any Qe .
Summarizing, we can achieve, as far as T1 is concerned, the performance bounds in
Table 1. Namely: T1's size is linear on the number of updates (transaction-start-times). It
has logarithmic update time (at most the rightmost branch of the tree is updated) and has
a very good query processing time, basically acessing only leaf nodes (disk blocks) relevant
to the queries.

2.2 Stage S2

This is probably the main stage, as it will maintain all closed versions within T2, and must
provide an ecient way to process queries which involve those.
First let us discuss how S2 works. Suppose that at a given time t, some number of
versions are closed. S2 then receives from S1 a set of ranges which also posseses an interesting
property: all the incoming ranges have the same transaction-end-time, and such transactionend-time is greater than all other transaction-end-times already indexed under T2, and is
smaller than all other transaction-end-times that will possibly be input in the future. Thus,
in a sense, T2 holds several groups of ranges (grouped by transaction-end-time) and we
must use this to our advantage. If we are able to maintain a relative order among those
groups, then we can guarantee that the index, will grow only to the right, in an \append
only" manner. This is important as we can make better use of space. We discuss this
shortly.
The chief question we need to answer is how to index the closed ranges, in order to keep
the grouping mentioned above. Unlike in S1, we now have two values (Ts and Te ) for each
record. We propose to do this using an approach similar to the one used in [ND97] to index
valid time, which is to use a function which maps ranges to points. The function originally
used in that paper preserved the original lexicographical order of the ranges, i.e., the ranges
were ordered by transaction-start-time and secondarily by transaction-end-time. We modify
the mapping function such that the ranges are primarily ordered by transaction-end-time
and secondarily by transaction-start-time. Recall that each of the groups mentioned above,
have the same transaction-end-time. Thus, such order re ects the desired grouping on the
leaf nodes of the indexing tree. Formally, we de ne the mapping function in question as
follows:

De nition 1 (T k ) = (Tsk ; Tek) = Tek 10 + Tsk
where is the maximum number of digits needed to represent any time value.
Any transaction time range T k = [Tsk ; Tek ] can thus be indexed using the value provided
by (T k ) { which is a point instead of a range { into T2. Obtaining the original range from
(T k) is clearly straigthforward.
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We need now to discuss how insertions and the searching are processed. Note however,
that due to the very nature of transaction time databases, data is not ever deleted, thus
deletions never occur in T2.
When a closed range is inserted into T2 (which is a B+ -tree) it must be rst mapped into
a point via the function (:) above. We could use a standard B+ -tree insertion procedure,
but given the order imposed by the mapping above we can achieve a much better space
utilization by using the very same approach one used for T1, provide we can do some
pre-processing in main memory. At any given point in time there may be a number of
open-ended ranges being closed with the same transaction-end-time but not necessarily
same transaction-start-time. Let us assume this number to be not very large, i.e., we
assume it is much smaller than the total number of indexed closed ranges. If we sort those
ranges based on their transaction-start-times, then we can input them, in the sorted order,
into T2 using the very same approach we described for T1. The assumption of having a
not very large number of ranges being closed at a given time allows us to assume that the
pre-processing of the ranges (i.e., the sorting) can be done in main memory. Note that
should such assumption be not feasible then a small number of I/Os may suce to perform
such sorting using secondary storage. At any rate we believe that such number of I/Os is
bound to be much smaller than the total number of leaves, hence we consider update time
to be O(logB N ) instead of O(N=B ).
Again, this strategy can be actually realized as explained in Section 2.1, by simply
setting the PCTFREE 0 option when a CREATE INDEX command is issued (assuming ORACLE
[Ora92] to be the underlying DBMS, of course).
Notice that we need not be concerned about deletion of data in T2. By the very
de nition of temporal databases, particularly transaction time databases, data is not ever
deleted. Deleting a tuple means actually closing its transaction time range, thus functioning
as a logical deletion rather than a physical deletion.
For a better idea of how both T1 and T2 cooperate in order to index both open-ended
and closed ranges consider again the data set shown in Figure 3. Suppose that at time 5
new versions of B1, C1 and F1 are input, which implies that B1, C1 and F1 are not valid
any longer and therefore must be closed. The new version, respectively B2, C2 and F2, are
input into T1. The transaction time ranges for B1 and C1 now become TtB 1 = [2; 4] and
TtC1 = TtF 1 = [0; 4]. Figure 4 shows the resulting trees, again internal nodes and details of
the leaf nodes are omitted for simplicity.
We now discuss how T2 is searched. Only the new ordering among the ranges, implicitly
given by the relative positions of the indexed points, is not enough to provide an ecient
search. Consider the query range Q = [Qs ; Qe]. Any range with a transaction-end-time
greater than Qs could intersect with Q, depending obviously on its transaction-start-time.
However as the index is primarily ordered by the ranges' transaction-end-time (the groups
we mentioned earlier) we would need to search all the groups with transaction-end-time
greater than or equal to Qs and retrieve the respective transaction-start-time and only then
decide whether a range belongs or not to the query answer. This is obviously inne cient as
in the worst case could cause the read of all the leaf nodes ! Let us assume though that we
know an upper bound for the length of the indexed ranges, and let us call it , that is:
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Data Set at time 6
ID

Ts

Te

A1

0

C1

0

NOW
4

B1

2

4

E1

2

F1

2

D1

3

NOW

B2

5

NOW

C2

5

NOW

F2

6

NOW

T1

0

2

T2

3

5

6

400

402

502

NOW
5

A1 C1 B1 E1 F1 D1 B2 C2 F2

Figure 4: T1 and T2 indexing the data set at time 6 ( = 2).

De nition 2 Given a set of ranges V k  = maxk fTek Tsk g.
Now, in order to process the intersection query we need only to search through the
transaction-start-times from the groups of transaction-end-times beginning at Qs ; Qs +1; :::
until Qe + . This is so because any range ending before Qs cannot intersect with Q,
nor can any range ending after Qe + , as this would contradict our assumption about .
That is, the range farther in the past that can intersect with Q is [Qs ; Qs] and the one
farther in the future is [Qe ; Qe + ]. Therefore mapping those ranges, it implies that we
must search the leaves in T2 from value ([Qs ; Qs]) up to value ([Qe ; Qe + ]).
I
H
G
F
D
C
B
A
0

20
A

30
B

32
C

1 2 3 ...
time
(a) a sample of indexed ranges

52

53

65

D
F
G
H
(b) the leaf nodes indexing the ranges in (a),

74

75

...

I
α=1

Figure 5: Searching T2.
Let us illustrate the rationale above through an example. Consider the ranges in Figure 5(a), where they are (for illustration purposes) already sorted primarily by transactionend-time and secondarily by transaction-start-time. Figure 5(b) shows the leaf nodes of T2
(a B+ -tree with n = 4) indexing those ranges { note the full node utilization yielded by the
lazy-propagated split node policy. Let the query range be Q = [1; 2]. If we cannot make use
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of  one must search through all the index. However, if we know that in this case we have
 = 3, it is obvious that no range ending before Qs = 1 or after Qe = 5 will intersect Q.
Thus it suces to search from the indexed point 0 (mapped range [0,0]) until the indexed
point 52 (mapped range [2, 5]). In Figure 5(c) that would retrieve items A, B, C and D,
which do have transaction time ranges that intersect with [1, 2].
Notice that we might read indexed points which correspond to ranges that will not
belong to the query's answer. For example, if the  value associated to the ranges in
Figure 5(a) were 4 instead of 3, we would have to search from the indexed point 0 (mapped
range [0,0]) until the indexed point 62 (mapped range [2, 6]). This would make us read
the indexing point 53 (mapped range [3, 5]) which does not belong to the answer (i.e., it
obviously does not intersect with [1, 2]). In what follows we present upper bounds (worst
and expected cases) for the number of such \false-hits".
The range [Qs ; Qs ] is the only range starting at Qs investigate and it does intersect
with Q = [Qs ; Qe] so that implies no false-hits. In the linear scan of the leaves however, we
may have indeed some false-hits. Any point T in time may possibly be the starting point of
 + 1 ranges, namely: [T; T ], [T; T + 1], [T; T + 2], ..., [T; T + ]. The next indexed point
after [Qs ; Qs] is (if existing) [Qs  + 1; Qs  + 1]. Of all those ranges starting at
Qs +1 only those ending at Qs and Qs +1 do intersect with Q, which means that  1
ranges do not and are thus false-hits. Similarly, the ranges starting at Qs  + 2 imply
 2 false-hits, those starting at Qs  + 3 imply  3 false-hits, and so on and so forth
until the one starting at Qs (and others that will follow it in the linear scan) which will
imply no false-hits. Therefore the number of false-hits is given by: ( 1)+( 2)+ :::2+1
which sums up to ( 1)=2. Hence, in the worst case the number of false-hits is bounded
by O(2).
Fortunately, the expected case is much better. Suppose we have N indexed ranges and
the length of the modeled time window is Tmax . Then, in the average, we have N=Tmax
ranges starting at any point in time instead of . For many (if not most) applications and
specially those with a ne transaction time granularity, we expect N=Tmax < 1, whereas
on the other hand it would be to reasonable to expect  > 1. Hence, if we assume
Tmax > N in the long term, then the number of false-hits can be upper bounded by a
constant, O((N=Tmax)2), which is unarguably much better.
The  value of the indexed ranges can be easily maintained in some sort of dictionary
by the DBMS. For example, every time a range is closed, its length is checked against
the current  which is then updated if needed. Furthermore, recall that transaction time
databases do not allow correction nor deletion of data. Hence,  is dynamic and always
correct. If we further assume that the value of  is relatively not very large, using the
information about  will insure ecient query processing.
There is the problem that a single range with a large  may render the searching
process longer than it actually need be. Similarly to the approach adopted in [ND97], we
could make use of several trees, each indexing disjoint subsets of all ranges within speci c
range lengths. Such trees could be searched (and updated) in parallel improving overall
performance considerably. We do not treat such case here, but we are certain that it can
be dealt with, and this is subject of further research. For now, we assume that there is no
range with a highly skewed length.
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Summarizing, T2 uses clearly linear space. Under the assumption that the sorting (by
transaction-start-time ) of the ranges being migrated from T1 into T2 can be done in main
memory (or using at most a constant number of I/Os) the T2's update time is O(logB N ).
Finally, the time to process a query in T2 is O(logB N + (A + D)=B ), where D is upper
bounded by O(1) in the expected case or by O(2) in the worst case.
At least two other mapping-based approaches have been proposed to allow using standard B+ -trees to index ranges, namely DOT [FR91] and the B+ -tree-based Time Polygon
Index [G+ 96] (which we refer to as B-TP, for short). DOT has been originally designed
to cope with spatial data, and as such does not seem well equiped to handle the case of
open-ended ranges. Also it aims at preserving the distance among the indexed itens, not the
ordering. In order to take advantage of transaction time characteristics though we believe
the ordering is a much attractive feature to be preserved. The B-TP's major drawback is
that \... di erent indexes (constructed using di erent ordering relations) may be used to
support the various types of queries" [G+ 96]. That is, for some queries a particular mapping is appropriate, but it may not be for others. This does not mean an adequate mapping
cannot be always found, but it does mean that one may need to maintain (concurrently)
several indices, each representing a di erent mapping, which may not be very desirable.
Furthermore, \... not all temporal queries may be mapped to a simple range query, it may
be necessary for the spatial search to be decomposed into a number of interval queries"
[G+96]. In addition it was originally designed to index valid time, not transaction time,
thus it does not explore the features of the latter. Nonetheless we believe that the B-TP
could be specialized to accomplish that, and this should be object of future research.

3 Performance Analysis
In this section we investigate the performance of the proposed 2S approach. We compare its
storage requirements and query processing time, with respect to intersection type of queries,
to the Monotonic B+ -tree (MBT). We chose the MBT because, despite its inecient use of
storage it is indeed quite ecient for query processing (refer to Table 1), and yet it is quite
simple to simulate. We assume the reader is familiar with the MBT, nonetheless, for the
sake of completeness, we present a brief review of the MBT in the Appendix.
For simplicity, we will use the number of disk blocks used at leaf node level (the leaves
themselves and the incremental buckets in MBT's case) and the number of disk blocks
read during query processing as the indicators for the structures' size and query processing
time. We believe this is reasonable for two reasons: rst because the trees, by construction,
should be very wide and not too deep, therefore the number of internal nodes should be
much smaller than the number of leaves; secondly, the tree traversals are done in logarithmic
time, whereas the leaves are traversed linearly. We use the notation (and default values)
in Table 2. We have used 8 and for 4 bytes for the sizes of a pointer to a record (or set
thereof) and the size of the data type representing a time value. It is important to recall
that the size (in bytes) of the data type indexed under T2 is twice as big as those under T1
and the MBT (due to the mapping used). This was taken into account when we performed
the simulation that follows.
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Table 2: Parameters used in the performance analysis.
Notation Used for
B
Size of the disk block (in bytes)
N
Number of records indexed
Lr
Average length ranges
Tmax
Time value of NOW
Po
Ratio open-ended/closed ranges
Lq
Average length of a query range

Values (default in bold)
1,024; 2,048; 4,096 and 8,192
5,000; 10,000; 50,000 and 100,000
250, 500; 1,000 and 2,500
5,000; 10,000; 20,000 and 50,000
0%, 25%, 50% and 75%
250, 500; 1,000 and 2,500

We investigate how the sizes of the structures behave as a function of ve variables: B ,
N , Lr , Tmax and Po. We have used the values shown in Table 2. We vary the parameters
one at a time, while keeping the others xed at default values. All values for the generated
ranges and queries used a uniform distribution.
Our ultimate goal in this section is to help the user to be able to identify di erent
scenarios and in which ones each structure is the \best" choice.

3.1 Space Requirements

To investigate the sizes of the indexing structures, as discussed earlier we compute only the
number of leaf nodes disregarding the internal nodes. In the case of the MBT we must also
compute the number of disk blocks used for the incremental buckets as it is a integral part
of the overall structure. It is obvious that varying Lq does not a ect the index sizes and
therefore we disregard this parameter in the simulations presented in this section. Let us
now discuss the results depicted in Figure 6.

Varying N { Figure 6(a) shows that MBT's size grows a bit faster with N than 2S's.

Unlike in the 2S approach the MBT may replicate pointers to tuples. In fact, a pointer to a
tuple will appear in as many SCs as it spans over and thus each additional record will cause
at least two (one in some SP bucket and another in a SM bucket), but most likely several
pointers to be added to the underlying MBT. In 2S every additional record will contribute
with a single entry being added (if needed) under T1 or T2. The MBT was, in average
106% bigger than the 2S.

Varying Lr { While  is an important factor for 2s's query performance one can see

from Figure 6(b) that this is not the case in terms of storage. However, the MBT grows
a little faster as a greater lifespan (i.e., ) yields more replication in the SC buckets. The
MBT used in average 113% more storage space than 2S.

Varying Tmax { The MBT is a ected by the length of the total time frame being modelled,

while 2S is totally insensitive to it (see Figure 6(c)). This can be explained as follows. We
are generating a xed number of pairs (Ts; Te), in fact, N pairs. The shorter the range
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[0; NOW ], the less distinct time values can be generated, and thus less leaf nodes are
needed. However, as we enlarge [0; NOW ] more distinct time values can exist and thus
there is demand for more leaf nodes. The more leaf nodes we have the more likely it is that
pointers to the data records will be replicated in their respective SCs. On the contrary, 2S
does not depend on Tmax at all. This is a quite important feature of 2S, as in a temporal
database time, and thus the range [0; NOW ], is always growing. The MBT required from
100% up to nearly 200% more space than the 2S.

Varying Po { By inspecting Figure 6(d) we can see that with the increase of Po, both
structures decreases in size, with 2S decreasing faster. This is simple to explain. The larger
the Po , the larger T1 and the smaller T2 (recall we are keeping the total number of records
constant). The data type under T1 is smaller than the one under T2, thus the gain in
storage. As for the the MBT, increasing Po forces the generation of more ranges towards
the \right end" of the time line (i.e., closest to NOW ), this ultimately leads to less distinct
time values being generated (i.e., many transaction-start-time and transaction-end-time
will coincide) and thus less space being occupied. However, the MBT's size decrease much
slower, again due to the SC buckets. In fact, with Po set to zero the MBT is about 90%
larger whereas when Po is set to 75% it is about 400% larger than the 2S.
Varying B { It is natural to observe that, given a xed number of indexing values, the

smaller the leaf nodes, the more nodes are need to store such values. This is re ected in
Figure 6(e). However, recall that in the MBT each leaf node maintains an SC bucket. It
then follows then that the smaller the leaves, the more SC buckets will exist and the higher
the degree of replication on MBT. Thus, enlarging the nodes, bene ts MBT much more
than 2S. Nonetheless 2S is still the smaller structure in all cases investigated. The MBT
was up to 249% larger than the MBT. We should point out that the reason we chose the
default value of B equal to 8 Kbytes was exactly to try to diminish the e ect of the SC
buckets and therefore favor the MBT.

3.2 Query Processing Time

We assume that query processing time is basically driven by the number of I/Os performed,
as performing one I/O is several orders of magnitude slower than executing a CPU instruction. We do not compute the number of I/Os due to the actual retrieval of the data records,
but only the I/Os needed to obtain the pointers which are used to retrieve them.
We vary the same parameters used in the previous section with the addition of Lq . Unlike
before, it is expected that query processing time depends on the length of the queried range.
We analyze the results obtained, shown in Figure 7, next.

Varying N { Figure 7(c) shows us that both structure are equally a ected by the increase in N . 2S was sligthly faster than the MBT with the advantage remaining constant
throughout our experiments. MBT's size grow much faster with this variable (see Figure 6(a)) because all buckets's size increase proportionally. When we investigate query
processing time we just take into account a much smaller range of the whole index which
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does not grow as fast. On the other hand 2S's performance degenerates close to linearly
with the increase in its size.

Varying  { Figure 7(b) shows the biggest shortcoming of 2S. As the largest indexed

lifespan gets larger, the query processing time gets proportionaly slower. This happens
because under 2S the search has to scan the index for ranges starting as far as  time
points before the actual query start time until the query end time, whereas the MBT
must scan only from the query start time until the query end time. As we keep all other
parameters xed, the MBT shows that it is not much insensitive to the  factor, unlike
2S. In our experiments 2S ranged from being more than 100% faster to being 43% slower
in the case  was up to half as big as Tmax . Even though we do believe that a temporal
database is of more value when managing highly dynamic data, and therefore relatively
short lifespans (when 2S is actually faster then the MBT), it is important to reveal that a
large  may hurt 2S's performance considerably.

Varying Tmax { For this case in particular (see Figure 7(c)) both access structure delivered virtually the same performance. Which is important given that in a temporal database
Tmax is ever increasing. Even though one may think that MBT's processing time should
degenerate as its size, that is not the case. Incresing Tmax do increase the number of indexed
points but as N and Lr are maintained xed, each incremental bucket actually becomes
smaller and thus the increase in performance.
Varying Po { When no open-ended ranges exist all of 2S's e ort is spent on T2, which

indexes a larger data type and is subject to the  constraint. As more open-ended ranges
are considered, more of 2S's e ort is devoted to T1 which is smaller and, in a sense, faster to
process. Figure 7(d) shows that 2S may be a little as 6% slower when no open-ended ranges
are considered and as much as 140% faster when the majority of ranges are open-ended.

Varying B { Figure 7(e) reveals an fairly natural result. Both 2S and MBT gain by
using larger disk blocks. MBT may yield query processing time up to 28% is small blocks
are used { this is a direct consequence of its much larger size (see Figure 6(e)).

Varying Lq { Even though both structures must perform a larger index scan as the
query length gets larger, Figure 7(f) shows that the MBT su ers more. For the 2S a larger
scan implies in proportionally more leaves being read. For the MBT however, not only
more leaves are read but also the incremental buckets associated to them, hence the faster
degeneration in MBT's performance. The MBT was sligthly faster for small queries and
about 40% slower for the larger ones.

3.3 Remarks

We conclude this section by noting that if one considers a \default" scenario, i.e., where
all investigated parameters have the default values we de ned in Table 2 we would have
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the 2S approach consuming 112% less space and requiring 16% less I/Os to process queries.
Even though one may argue that time is more costly than space, it should not be ignored
that temporal databases grow inde nitely, and as such it is important to keep the indices
size under control. In addition, one may note that except for the case where the  is large
2S delivered a performance, at least comparable to the MBT's. Nevertheless, for several
scenarios 2S is bound to provide faster query processing time than the MBT.
One must not forget that 2S, unlike all other approaches originally proposed to index
transaction time, can be easily implemented using facilities available in most (if not all)
commercial DBMSs. These facts, allied to the fact that 2S is very compact, lead us to
believe 2S to be a promising approach.

4 Using Tertiary Storage
In this section we indicate how 2S can easily make use of tertiary storage. This was also a
concern with respect to the MBT [EJK92]. In particular we consider media of the WORM
type, (e.g., optical disks). Use of cheaper, albeit slower, media storage may needed for
temporal databases, which, by their very nature do not allow deletion of data, and thus
may become very large quite fast. In an environment where updates happen very often that
may be even a bigger problem. In what follows we describe how 2S, particularly T2, can
make use of tertiary storage. T1 su ers deletions, i.e., open-ended ranges are eventually
closed, hence it cannot take much advantage of tertiary storage.

Figure 8: Illustration of the migration procedure.
Initially 2S functions using only magnetic disk as described earlier. Once a leaf node (in
T2) becomes full we can migrate it to tertiary storage as we can be sure that no indexed
value smaller than those in that leave can be input into that tree. One potential problem
would be that each leaf points to it rigth neighbor and as such it could have to wait until
this neighbor migrates as well. However this would create a \domino e ect" that would
end up preventing the migration of leaves. We resolve this by pre-assigning the location
of the next leave to be migrated on the optical disk (denoted by the dashed \disk block"
in the Figure 8). This will allow the migration of a leave as soon as it becomes full. Also
given that the tree nodes have constant size this is actually simple to achieve. For internal
nodes we need to make sure that it is not only full but also that all the nodes it points to
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have also been migrated. Otherwise we could not update the corresponding pointers in the
internal node. Finally, a linear scan on the leaf nodes can be jeopardized as beginning from
the leftmost node all others but the rightmost can be reached. Therefore once a linear scan
reaches what seems to be the last leaf node, it must search the actual last leaf, which still
resides in magnetic disk. For that we must keep the minimal overhead of one extra pointer
(represented in the Figure by the dashed arrow pointing upwards).
For an illustrative example consider Figure 8 where the lighter (darker) rectangles represent disks blocks which are resident in the magnetic (optical) disk. In the leftmost tree
the leaves which are full have already been migrated to the optical disk, their parent node
however cannot be as the rightmost leave still resides in magnetic disk and eventually its
address will change (when it is migrated) and its parent must change its pointer address
accordingly. After some time, we may have the situation depicted in the rightmost tree.
Note that the internal node which points only to migrated leaves has been also migrated.
Even though we have not performed any simulations using tertiary storage, we would
expect to have all curves in Figure 7 shifted up. Tertiary storage is slower and most of the
query processing time is spent on scanning the leaves which reside mostly on the slower
media.

5 Conclusions
This paper presented 2S, an approach based on two B+ -trees which can be used to index
transaction time ranges. We have shown that we may achieve virtually 100% node utilization without much diculties. One of 2S's great appeals is that it is straightforward to
implement, unlike all other existing proposals to tackle the same problem. We have also
shown that 2S can cope with tertiary storage, e.g., optical disks, rather easily.
When comparing 2S against the Monotonic B+ -tree (MBT) we have reached two main
conclusions: (1) 2S always yields an structure smaller than the MBT, regardless of the
underlying scenario; and (2) 2S is particularly sensitive to large lifespans, otherwise it
provides good query processing time, that is, at least comparable to MBT's. One should
take into account the fact that the MBT is regarded as fairly ecient for processing queries
(which is its trade-o to the use of a large storage).
As mentioned in Section 2 we believe that 2S's inne ciency when processing data sets
with large lifepans (i.e., large ) can be overcome by using multiple (possible parallel) trees.
This is object of future research.
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A Appendix { Review of the Monotonic B+-tree (MBT)
The MBT [EJK92] is a specialization of the Time Index [EWK93] for the case where the
valid time grows monotonically, i.e., it has the same behavior as of transaction time, in
the sense that no retroactive nor predictive updates are supported. We therefore consider
it to index transaction time ranges. Similarly to our approach it aims to use a B+ -tree
as its framework, although, unlike our approach, the structure of the leaf nodes are quite
modi ed. It also achieves close to 100% node utilization.
The internal nodes of the MBT are like those of a B+ -tree. The leaf nodes however are
rather di erent. The MBT (as the Time Index) makes use of incremental buckets, SP, SM
and SC. Associated to every indexed point there is a SP and a SM bucket. A SP bucket
contains pointers to all the records (or their \ids") that were inserted at that point in time.
Similary SM holds pointers to those there were (logically) deleted. Every leaf node has an
SC bucket that contains the records the were valid in the last indexing point of the previous
leaf. Figure 9 shows the MBT indexing a data set adapted from [EWK93].
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Figure 9: An example Monotonic B+ -tree.
The major drawback of the MBT, is that the longer the lifespan of a record, i.e., the
longer it is recorded in the database, the larger the number of indexing points it will span
over. Although the insertion and deletion of such records will appear in only one SP and
SM it is replicated through as many SCs as many leaf nodes it spans over. The smaller the
node size, the larger the number of leaves and thus of SCs and thus the worse this problem
becomes.
Using the MBT to process queries is rather simple. For instance, to nd all ranges that
intersect a query range Q = [Qs ; Qe], one needs to calculate all records which are \alive" at
Qs and add all records found in all sets SP in the leaf entries between [Qs; Qe]. The set of
records alive at Qs is computed by using the SC of the leaf containing Qs and subtracting
all those records in the SMs between the leading entry of this leaf and Qs .
For the the simulations in this paper we have assumed that every leaf node has associated
to it (and physically near, as illustrated in Figure 9) at least one disk block with the
incremental buckets. The other option, clustering all such buckets in a single continuous
set of blocks could imply in less (but not likely much less) storage but would make query
processing time worst as for every leaf node traversed the associated buck would imply in
the retrieval of (non-clustered) blocks, thus making it not as ecient as the option we chose.
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